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Parents, Kids Protest Possible Child Care Cutbacks
By Maria DeVarenne
r ~ \. ~- .~
\ ~

;
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Elisa Padilla and Carlos Garcia picket the proposed child care funding cuts at the public
hearing Wednesday night at the PNM Building downtown.

$10,000 Budgeted for Center
By Eric Keszler
The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico budget
for next year allocates $10,000 for
the ASUNM Duplicating Center.
The center did not receive any funding during the 1983-84 academic
year
·
The center used its own profits to
operate and help pay off its
$100,000 deficit this year.
ASUNM accountant Debbie Morris said the center is "doing well on
its own." The center has shown a

profit every quarter this year, she five used machines bought through
said.
the medical school.
Duplicating center manager
Montano said he would like to see
Richard Montano said the money 10 new typewriters in the center by
allocated for next year allows next fall. A request has been sent to
$5,000 for new typewriters and typewriter services for six used
$5,000 to be h~ld in a separate machines, he said.
~ccount to help wath general operatMontano said he would "like to
_ mg expenses.
.
If the center's revenue exceeds ats see as small a capital outlay as possiexpenses, he said, the$5,000will be ble" for new typewriters.
applied toward the duplicating ceo"We have to decide what·we're
- ter deficit.
shooting at,'' he said. Used typewriThe center's typewriter rental ser- ters would cost $400 to $500 each.
vice was forced to shut down in He said, .. We could only afford ab·
January because of operating costs. out seven new ones."
It was started again in March with

About 150 parents and children
gathered at a public hearing
Wednesday night to protest proposed cuts in state subsidized childcare funding for parents, including
university parent students who make
up 30 percent of the recipients.
The state Human Services Department spends $347,000 a month
on child care, but their monthly
budget is $240,000. Department
Secretary Juan Vigil said that by eliminating all students from the Title
XX program, the cost would decrease to $207,000. Elimination of
college students would decrease the
monthly cost to $247,900.
Vigil said the $2.8 million
budgeted for child care under Title
XX this year will run over by about
$900,000.
Vigil said the administration
shares the parents' concerns and
noted other proposals, such as an
increase in co-payments by parents
or reduced payments by the Department to child care providers to help
eliminate the deficit.
The department allocates up to
$6.50 a day for one child's care:'
However, University of New Mexico's Child Care Co-op Director
George O'Neil said this amount

does not provide adequate day care.
''The child can't have any developmental needs," O'Neil said.
,
Special Education teacher
Carolyn Karnes said, "I'm outraged
at the whole situation. The proposals
are unacceptable. Is Anaya admitting to mismanagement of funds at
this point?"
State Senate candidate Shannon
Robinson said Governor Toney
Anaya should find emergency
money to supplement the day care
program.
''Money is available because this
is a natural human disaster. The department knew about the funding
problems in December, yet nothing
was done," Robinson said.
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group Director Keith Moheban said the long term goal is to get
more funding from the Legislature
for future years. ''not just appease
the deficit now."
The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
urging the department to maintain
student eligibility for Title XX subsidies. The resolution stated many
student recipients are needy, single
parents who can't get an education
to move out of the pove1ty cycle.

Asbestos Fiber Level OK
By Steve Shoup
Results of air quality tests at the
University of New Mexico's Woodward Han and KNME television studios show levels of airborne asbestos fiber are far below what is considered hazardous.
Campus safety officer Bill Carroll
said Wednesday tests show Jess than
.0 I fibers per cubic centimeter of air
in both studios. The federal Environmental Protection Agency considers exposure to one half of one
(.5) asbestos fiber per cubic centimeter over an eight hour period to be
hazardous.
The tests were conducted in early

March and involved drawing air in
the studios through extremely fine
filters. The filters were then examined microscopically to detect fibers.
The tests were prompted by the
discovery of asbestos earlier this
year in an fire resistant insulation
compound lining the ceilings of both
studios. Tests on the insulation
showed it contained about five percent asbestos by volume.
Although air in the studios is considered safe, Carroll said plans will
continue to coat the insulation, sealing the asbestos fibers in, and will
probably take place this fall.

Tension Rises in Britain,
Libya After Deadly Firing
LONDON (UPI) -Libya
allowed diplomats and their families
to leave Britain's embassy in Tripoli
Wednesday but Libyans remained
inside their London mission in a crisis touched off by a deadly burst of
gunfire from the building.
The machine-gun fire Tuesday
from the Libyan Embassy in London
killed a policewoman and wounded
11 anti-Khadafy demonstrators.
Police sharpshooters sealed off the
building and maintained their siege
Wednesday for a second day.
In the Libyan capital of Tripoli~
police and •'revolutionary students''
had responded by surrounding the
British Embassy, trapping 25 people
including Ambassador Oliver Miles
and 11 women and two children.
Late Wednesday, a Foreign
Office spokesman in London said
''the Libyan government has said
our people can go home" from the
embassy in Tripoli.
In a telephone interview with In·
dependent Television News, the
ambassador's wife, Mrs. Julia
Miles, said, "We are allowed to go

around the town of Tripoli quite
freely, but we are not allowed to go
beyond the confines of the town. •'
The diplomats' homes were still
under guard, a British Foreign
Office spokesman said. But Britain
"very much welcomes" the latest
developments, the spokesman said.
In the London standoff, Richard
Luce, a junior minister at the Foreign Office, met for 40 minutes with
Muftah Fitouri, an accredited diplo~
mat at the Libyan Embassy.
Fitouri, listed as a second secret·
ary at the embassy, was not in the
building when the shooting
occutred.
Lucc repeated Britain's stand that
security was the first duty of the
police and they wanted to search the
building. Britain wanted no more
bloodshed, he said.
''We ask them to come out peacefully and thus enable us to go in and
search for weapons and explosives, u Luce said. He hinted that
progress had been made, saying the
Libyans had "expressed regret" for
killing the policewoman.

Venezuelan. singer Ana Gilda Leon and. percussionist Mario de Ia Huerga enteTtain at
Wednesday's open house party at the Latin American Institute.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Battles Rage in El Salvador, Nicaragua

Bush Urges New Plan
For Open Inspections
GENEVA, SwitzerlandVice Pre~idcnt George Bush
challenged the Soviet Union
Wednesday "to go the extra
mile" and accept open international inspection to police a global ban on chemical weapons.
Bush, presenting a U.S. draft
treaty to the 40-nation Conference on Disarmament, said it
proposes measures to verify that
states are not secretly producing
chemical weapons.
Asked at a news conference if
it was realistic to expect the
Soviets to accept such sweeping
inspection provisions, Bush said,
"it's unprecedented for the
Soviet Union, it's unprecedented
for the United States, it's unprecedented for ewry country to
have this kind of openness," he
said.
"But there's a tremendous,
do:vated concern of the usc of
dll:mical WC<lpons. The conc.·rn
" \ll !!r~at that this moment in
h1stnr} might well be the moment
tilT aJI SOC!CtiL'S t<l ~:IV, okaV, on
thi> one. we're !Wing to g;, the
!:\tra mile.'' he ~•nd.
{'!lief Soviet

negollator Viktor
hsrac-lyan, who tonk notes or
~tared straight ahead during
Bu~h·~ ~pcc..:h, said afterward
that lm delegation would "naturally ~iudy" the l' .S. propo~al~.
hsral!'lyan. ~pl!aking after
Bush hall already left thc confer-

cncc room. indirectly repeated
earlier Soviet charges that President Reagan was using the chemical weapons issue as election
year propaganda.
"We oppose talk about a dialogue for the purposes of propaganda and internal policy," he
said.
Reaction in Moscow, however, was much stronger. The official Novosti news agency called
the chemical ban proposal a
"ploy to gain access to intelligence material" and dismissed
the "insincere Madison Avenue
type approach of the United
States government.''
The Soviet Union has said it is
willing to accept international inspections in principle but flatly
rejects inspection anywhere at
any time on its territory.
"Let's face reality," Bush
said. ''Chemical weapons are not
difficult to hide and not difficult
to produce in a clandestine
manner.
"Fnr this reason, the U.S.
government is putting forward
this unprecedented 'open invitation· verification proposal.
"The United State~ is willing
join other parties in a mutual
obligation to open for intcnla·
tiona! inspection on ~hort notice
all of its military or go~·ernment
owncd or govcrnment-contwllcd
facihtic~." he said.
to

Ldtbt guerrillas attacked three
towns in an L'astern Salvadoran prnvmc:e \Vednc~day as part of a threeweek-old olfcn~ive they suid has killed more than ISO soldiers in the
U.S.-baeked army.
In Nicaragua, indian rebels
attacked a settlement in the north
and combat raged around the Carib·
bean port of San Juan del Norte,

A Dctcnse Ministry communique
said the fighting in the eastern Morazan province spread to El Divisadero, about 3 miles southeast of
Jocorro, and Osicala, 20 miles to the
north.
The rebels' clandestine Radio
Venceremos claimed that rebel
forces kill::d 154 government soldiers and wounded 308 others in
stepped-up combat that began
March 24, one day before U.S.backed presidential elections.
A Defense Ministry spokesman
dismissed the guerrilla claim, but
statements by military officials
showed !52 army troops were killed
in the past three weeks. The army
claimed 153 guerrillas died in the
period.
In Nicaragua, 300 Miskito rebels
attacked Sumubila, a settlement in
northern Zelaya province, killing
four Miskito Indians, injuring 12
and kidnapping 32 others, the Defense Ministry announced.
De feme Minister Humberto Ortega said late Tuesday the army launched a successful land, sea and air
attack to recapture San Juan del
Norte, 230 miles southeast of Managua on the Caribbean coast.
The small and remote town just
across the border from Costa Rica
was occupied for six days by rebels
of .the Democratic Revolutionary
Alhance led by former Sandinistu
guerrilla leader Eden Pastora, also
known as Commander Zero.
But rebel spokesmen in San Jose,
Costa Rica said that guerrillas "still
maintain and control the town of San
Juan del Norte,''
Pastora told reporters the lo~s of
San Juan del Norte would not affect
his rebel war and announced his
forces would next seize the vital port
ofBiuefields, 80 miles to the north.

scene of heuvy fighting bemecn
anti-Sandinista rebel~ and g:nvt!rnmcnt troops for nearly two weeks.
In El Salvador. a major battle wa;.
underway in the casicrn town of
1 ocorro, halting traffic on the
strategic highway to the Honduran
border, said Col. Maurico Guzman.
of the 3rd Military Zone in San
Miguel.

De Lorean Drug Trial Launched
LOS ANGELES - John De Lorean's ego and "driving need to succeed at any cost" led him into the
sordid world of drugs in a failed
attempt to save his dying sports car
company, the government's chief
pros~utor said Wednesday in his
openmg statement,
De Lorean's attorney countered
by telling the federal jury that the
former automaker was the victim of
government agents worked into a
"feeding frenzy" by their desire to
nab a celebrity suspect.
De Lorean, 59, who was arrested
in October 1982, listened intently
while the government outlined the
charges. His fashion model wife,
Cristina, took extensive notes.
The silver-haired entrepreneur
faces a maximum sentence <Jf 7'2
years in prison if com il:ted on all
nine drug counts.
''This case h the story of a man
with a dream- John De Lmean,"
Assistant U.S. Atturnev James
Walsh Jr. said in his opening presentation. "How he turned that
dream mtoa mghtmarc, a nightmare
composed of jail, drugs, disgrace."
Walsh ~aid De Lorean wa> desperately trying to raise cash to save
hi~ failing De Lorcan Motor Co. and

its Northern Ireland production plant
in June 1982 when he contacted a
former neighbor and drug smuggler,
James Hoffman, and expressed interest in financing a drug deal that
would yield a quick profit.
But defense attorney Howard
Weitzman described De Lorean as a
victim of "sharks."
''This case is about a feeding
frenzy," Weitzman said during an
empassioned response that followed
Walsh's remarks.
He said the former auto maker was
desperate when Hoffman, a paid
government informer, and undercover agents of the FBI and Drug
Enforcement Administration
approached him with what De Lorean believed to be legitimate
financing.
He said De Lorean tried several
times to back out after learning
drugs "'ere involved - even invoking the name of the lrbh Republican
Arnl)' as his "backers" in hopes of
scaring Hoffman and the agents
off- but wa~ threatened into com·
pliance.
·"This case is a sick case, a
tragedy, a travesty of justice and the
evidence will show you that,''
Weitzman said. "The government
created everything in this case.''

------~-----~-----.
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Will Be Presenting a
slide show presentation
FREE OF CHARGE
On Alaska White Water
Rafting
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Expan·sion Slowing
WASHINGTON (UP!) -The
personal income of Americans rose
a modest 0.5 percent in March and
spending declined in major areas,
the Commerce Department said
Wednesday.
Economists said the figures arc
another sign that the economy is
slowing to a more moderate expansion from what many had feared was
an inflationary pace at the start of the
year.
"Most Americans should find
these comfortable statistics," the
Commerce Department's chief economist, Robert Ortner, said. "They
mean the economy is net overheating and in fact is settling back to a
more moderate raie of expansion."
Personal income, which includes
wages, rents, interest and Social
Security payments, rose $13.9 billion in March to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of $2.9 trillion.
This was the smallest monthly
rise since a 0.3 percent increase last
August. Income rose a record I .6
percent in January and 0. 7 percent in
February.
Personal consumption expenditures - goods that Americans
buy- rose $9.7 billion in March
after a $23.7 billion decline in
February. But most of the increase
went for higher utility bills due to
cold weather.
Purchases of durable goods, a
category that includes major items
such as cars and refrigerators, declined $3.9 billion, largely due to a
decline in auto sales.
Sales of domestically pr.oduced
cars fell from an annual rate of 8.5
million in February to a rate of 7.9
million in March. Sales of foreignmade cars held steady at annual rates
of 2.1 million in both months.

Purchases of non-durable goods
declined $4.5 billion with decreases
virtually across the board.
Roger Brenner, vice president of
Data Resources Inc., an economic
forecasting firm, said the report
"does seem to confirm that this is
going to be a more normal kind of
second year of recovery - not an
overheated boom year."
Even with the slowdown, Ortner
said, the first three months of this
year' 'look very good." Income was
up 3.2 percent over the previous
quarter. That is a compound annual
rate of 13.2 percent, much higher
than the rate of inflation, indicating
a real gain in living standard for
Americans.

UNM Chapter
Holds Meeting
The University of New Mexico
Chapter of the American Production
and Inventory Control Society will
hold its first public meeting tonight.
The meeting will be at 7 in Room
112 of the Anderson School of Management.
One of the organization's purposes is to provide contact with the
manufacturing people in Albuquerque. This will be useful to students
in any field that could come in contact with manufacturing.
The meeting will include a speaker from the Albuquerque APICS
Chapter. Founding members and
new officers will be on hand to
answer any questions and give any
additional information.
For more information, call 2776250.

the Eyewear Experts
I
Albuquerque: 4817 central Avenue N. E. 255·9552
I
Hoffman town Shopping center 294·4044
Atnsco Plaza Mall836·0016
I ~~-l
coronado Center 881-7747
!~ 1santa Fe ; Mercado Sl1oppmg tenter 982·8814

CHIMA YO (UPI)- Tens of
thousands of Holy Week pilgrims
will visit a mountain shrine, built in
1815 at a spot which was considered
sacred soil by the Native Americans
before the Spanish came to the New
World.
El Santuario de Chimayo, a small
adobe church with twin bell towel'S,
is located near the Santa Cruz river
against the backdrop of the Sangre
de Cristo (Blood of Christ) Mountains in rural northern New Mexico.
Father Casimiro Roca, a Spanish
priest in charge of the Santuario
since 1954, said hundreds of
thousands of pilgrims visit the shrine
yearly from Mexico, Canada, Asia
and Europe, as well as the United
States.
Archbishop Robert Sanchez has
long been the most prominent Good
Friday pilgrim to Chimayo •
This year, Sanchez gave his bles·
sing and his participation to a new
annual event, springing from the
Santuario devotion.
The prelate offered an outdoors
mass at the Santuario Saturday,
starting about 450 peace pilgrims on
a trek. As a sign of healing and re·
conciliation, the pilgrims took the
sacred soil from the Santuario to the
birthplace of nuclear weapons, Los
Alamos.
"Few places in the United States
have been endowed with a wealth of
natura1 beauty as richly as the San•
tuario," said Monsignor Vincent
Yzermans, former editor of the
national Catholic Sunday Visitor.
Yzermans, who researched the
history and legend of the New Mexico shrine, said the building of the

Santuario is well documented, but
some of the circumstances and
reasons for building it are the stuff of
legends.
In the April edition of People of
God, the Santa Fe Archdiocesan
newspaper, Yzermans told the story
of the Santuario, which is located off
the "high road to Taos," used by
Indians in times past.
The picturesque church, decorated in an old Spanish tradition, has
a special 6-foot crucifix over the
altar, similar to a nearly 300-yearold cross adorning another New
World shrine, the basilica at Esquipulas in Guatemala.
Yzermans said devotion to Our
Lord of Esquipulas - the crucifix
is known as the "Black Christ" because of the dark hue given the balsam wood icon over the centuries came to New Mexico with the early
settlers of the Chimayo Valley.
The Abeyta family Jived in the
nearby Santa Cruz area throughout
the 18th Century and had a spe.cial
devotion to Our Lord ofEsquipulas.
A son of Bernardo Abeyta, a devoted member of the Penitente Jay
group, was baptized Tomas de Esquipulas and many subsequent
Abeyta children were christened
with the name ofEsquipulas or Jesus
de Esquipulas.
In. 1814, .Bernardo Abeyta sue·
cessfully petitioned the religious
hierarchy to have the shrine built.
Yzennans said lt is felt that one of
the early Jttissionary priests cultivated the devotion to Our Lord of
Esquipulas among the people of the

area.

Alscr, a popular association grew

EGG Decorating Demonstration
Henry McHarney
anisl

North Lobby of NM Union

Thurs. April 19
11:00 am-1:00pm
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The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Senate Wednesday met for the last
time this semester.
The Senate met in unoffical
session as not enough senators
attended to make quorum and no
business was transacted.
A dozen new members of the
Senate will be elected April 25,
along with a president and vice
president, and will be sworn in
May 11.
The terms of Edward Argueta,
Lucille Chavez, Ana Maria De·
Villiers, Leslie Francis, Gene
Hill, Eugene Padilla, David
Proper, Rose Reza, David Rodriquez, Thomas James Torres, and
Paul Yarbrough expire at the end
of this semester. John Schoeppner has resigned from the Senate
and Devin Warwick is graduating.
The terms of Adrain Arteche,
Mike Barbee, Marty Esquivel,
Annette Hazen, Maureen Hickey, Pat Lopez and Holly Meekins
continue into the fall semester.
Adrian Arteche and Maureen
Hickey are running for ASUNM
vice president and Annette Hazen
is running for president. Should
any of them win, they will be
required to resign from the
Senate.

Scott Carawav

Workers clean up the exterior of Castetter Hall in preparation
for new stucco.

Holy Week Pilgrims Make Journey to Sacred Mountain Shrine

c~oose

ITexas !J!ticall

Senators
Finished

Sponsored by
NM Union Recreation

linking the healing mud from the
springs in Esquipulas with the
ancient Indian use of the soil in Chimayo as a curative remedy.
A room off the sanctuary in the
New Mexico shrine contains the
"pozito,"
the little
containing
•'blessed earth,
•• hole,
surrounded
by

Father from Esquipulas') and so the
crucifix came to be called Our Lord
of Esquipulas ...
"This same spot where the cruci-
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GOOD FRIDAY AND EASTERSE.R..,.cES· 8

sdantos, crutches, andothermemorabilia of pilgrims who attribute cura·
tive qualities to the dirt.
From a basis of fact came the most
prominent legend surrounding the ·~
Santuario, Yzermans said.
The archives of the diocese of
Durango, Mexico, saw how that a S
Guatemalan priest accompanied the S~
firstsettlerstotheChimayovalleyto
serve as a missionary to the sur· ~
~~~~.

fix and the body of the priest were
found was considered a sacred place
by the Tewa Indians long before the
Guatemalans and the Spanish came
to Chimayo.."

Thisu. nknownpriestwaskilledby
the Indians and buried by the set- •
tiers. From this point, Yzermans
said, begins the legend. He quotes
from a booklet. published by the
Sons of the Holy Family in 1982:
"In 1810, the Santa Cruz river
floodedandboththecrueifixandthe
body of the martyred priest were uncovered by the water. Some older
people who had known the priest
while alive shouted: 'Miren, e1
Padre de Esquipulas,' ('Look, the

·

·
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SIDES TO
IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on . .
means you command respect as an Army officer. you
ea~mng aBSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMYNURSECORPS.IEALLYOU aN IE.
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Campus Groups Release
ASUNM Endorsements

Forum

By Steve Shoup

---Editorial---

PEe Political Carrot
The ASUNM Senate did their duty for the last time Wednesday
when they held their final meeting. Now it's time for students to d~
ours. Just because Dan Serrano finally approved the budget last week
doesn't mean we should automatically do the same when we vote
April 25 in the ASUNM General Election.
Particularly deserving of scrutiny is the Popular Entertainment
Committee.
PEC does little for the students at UNM. It has rarely provided
"~opular enter:tainment." Professional money-makers such as Big
R1ver and Feylme do a much better job of providing entertainment
students want. As for the educational opportunity PEC supposedly
offers students who want to learn about the entertainment industry it
is more an education in political patronage.
'
Fo;me.r PEC !=hairman Claren~e Montoya attributes his premature
termmat1on last year to an unwillingness to get out the vote for Dan
Serrano. On the other hand, Frank Parks was pushed through by the
determined President Serrano, who told the reluctant senate last
October, "Frank Parks is going to be my PEC chairman no matter what
any of you think." The chairmanship seems to be nothing more than a
14-karat carrot the ASUNM president dangles before supporters.
We should refuse to pay for presidential plums with our fees. If a
president wants to pay a supporter, he can do it out of his own pocket.
(By the way, how did you feel about the $520 Frank Parks paid with
your fees for two full-page ads defending his chairmanship?) The
abuse has gotten out of hand.
We should fund PEC at a modest rate befitting its original purpose:
to help student organizations find, finance and organize entertainments for club events. We are not in the promotional big leagues and
cannot afford to pay for the dreams of those who would like to be.

Informed Debate Urged
The recent letters which have
expressed creative, if not overwhelmingly persuasive, arguments comparing Nazi philosophy and public policy with abortion have spurred me to offer an
approach to the debate:
The Nuremburg War Trials
transcript would be an excellent
reference point for those concerned with the moral, ethical
medical and legal issues sur:
rounding the concentration
camps, including the views of
the doctors who conducted the
infamous experiments on the in·
mates. The arguments by Dr.
Robert Serivatius on behalf of
the doctors' defense are particularly interesting.
The transcripts of Justice
Blackmun's majority opinion in
Roe v. Wade (The Supreme
Court's opinion legalizing abortion) similarly provides a useful
analysis of the major abortion
issues. In both texts, the central

White House Misplaces History Texts,
Flunks Lesson in Maritime Freedom

WASHINGTON- You expect
the unconventional from the
Reagan administration, and you
usually get it. But no departure
from custom has matched its
handling of the Nicarguan harbor-mining issue.
From bases in El Salvador and
Honduras, and from a U.S. ship
at sea, insurgents backed, paid
and possibly even supervised by
the CIA have been mining
Nicaraguan harbors.
The mines are small, designed
to "wake up Lloyd's of london"
(i.e., force marine insurance
rates to prohibitive levels and
dry up trade with the Managua
regime). More than half-a-dozen
conflict between the interest of ships, including some offriendly
the state and the autonomy of registry, have been damaged.
When a provocative, possibly
the individual is given thorough,
subtle and restrained treatment, illegal, activity is exposed, even
quite unlike the colorful ad candidly acknowledged, even
hominem attacks used by au- friendly nations are bound to
thors of' letters to the Lobo to protest; and Britain and France
have done so.
"bolster" their arguments.
Moreover, seeing an opporAn additional source of in- tunity to embarrass the United
fOI'mation is the UNM Course in States, Nicaragua now proposes
Bio-Medical Ethics. You don't to take its case to the Internationeven have to know the difference al Court of Justice - a tribunal
between slander (spoken de- sitting at The Hague whose juris·
famation) and libel (written de- diction the United States has recfamation) to attend.
ognized for 40 years. (The same
court, in May 1980, condemned
Rather than worrying about Iran's seizure of our embassy
the scope of each other's First personnel in Tehran.)
Amendment rights I hope that
But instead of hitting the law
you who have shown such a pas- books, the Reagan administrasionate interest in debating tion has blandly appealed to exthese issues will serve pediency. Officially, the State Deyourselves and the Lobo readers partment claimed the mining is
by availing yourselves of the ex- justified because Nicaragua is
tensive body of knowledge meddling in El Salvador. likealready available on these pro- wise, explaining our effort to
vocative and important topics.
escape the jurisdiction of the
World Court (by giving notice of
.
Robert Wagoner refusal to answer), we have said
Ed1tor, New Mexico Law Review in effect: Nicaragua is seeking

---Letters-Editor:

----Commentary----

not justice but a propaganda
forum.
But even if she is, the seriousness of a plaintiff's case is not
usually !eft to the defendant to
decide in his own interest. By
seeking to elude judgment, we
seem to confess that we haven't
a leg to stand on, legally
speaking.
Do we? Or has the Reagan
administration been tainted by

Politics

.
m

Profile
By Edwin M. Yod<>r ,Jr.

should be treated as a triVIality.
It was Woodrow Wilson's insistence on a radical view of freedom of the seas that led to U.S.
intervention in World War I. We
asserted the right of American
citizens to travel unharmed on
"unarmed'' merchant vessels
belonging to belligerent nations
in wartime.
A few years earlier, the cry
"Remember the Maine!" became the yellow press war cry
leading to the Spanish-American
war. And even long before that
the United States had asserted
during our awn Civil War that a
neutral power could be held
accountable for damage by Confederate raiders to U.S. shipping,
when those raiders were built or
serviced in its harbors. That position was later vindicated in the
settlement of the so-called "Alabama claims" against Britain.

There must be a history pook
or two lying around the State Department or the White House,
that contempt for law it so round- where memories could be jog·
ly condemned when the Soviet ged regarding these elementary
Union shot down an unarmed American traditions of maritime
Korean airliner? What, in fact, is freedom. Do people at high
the legal and moral difference policymaking levels of this admi·
between a merchant ship going nistration ever look into a history
about its legal business and an book? Or think of relating their
international passenger airliner? rationales of policy to traditions
Stranger even than this, and interests that go beyond the
however, is the Reagan adminis- passing moment? Not so you'd
tration's historical amnesia.
notice.
An administration pleased to
History books and law books
regard itself as conservative offer a gentle education. Those
(hence, presumably attentive to who flunk or ignore it often wind
tradition) has casually ignored a up in the school of hard knocks.
very old American tradition. For instance, they might wake up
Freedom of the seas, as it once one day and find that the Ayatol·
was called, may be less impor- lah Khomeini had borrowed a
tant now than in the past. But no leaf from our book of maritime
doctrine for which American lawlessness and mined the Strait
blood was shed in several wars of Hormuzl

..

Serious Crime Rises in Albuquerque
Serious crime increased 5. 3 percent in Albuquerque during March
1984 as compared to March 1983.
There was one murder in 1983 and

Today's Events
UNM Wladmflaa Club wiU meet <"<!)'Thursday
from 3 to 6 p.m. in the SUB, Room m-e. All I"'
ien:stcd saiiCri wdeome. More in(ormatloa is
avaUableat242.4,,.,

New Mealeo Wlortl People/&• Co-oJ IIKIII
G""'P wlllmm at 7 p.m. In the SUB, Room 231-C,
More information is available at236-7$ll.
UNM c•apter of tile Prodoctloa ud
IIY<DIDI'!' Coalrol Socletr will bold Its first open
me<~ln1 at 1 p.m. In the "nckrson School or

Manaaemmt, Room liZ. "II studmts ue Invited.
More Information Is availableatl77-6230.
Wqoa WhHk squat< dance dub will feature live
music at7 p.m. Thundaysln NM Union, Room 231.
Fee Is '0 <01111 for studenl!. More lnfonnatlon is
available at 842.()()46.
lajer-Vanllt CbrlJIIJn F~low•hfp, an 1rtter·
denominaliana1 fellowship of students, metH at 1
p, m. every Thunday in NM Union Room 2SO D, E.
Ouest speakers C\'Cry week. Everyone is ~Nelcome.
More information I• available at 236-71109.

Baptist Sladent Unlo• will m«t for Bible Study at
4:30 p.m. tvery Thursday at the Baplist Student
Union, Univcnity and Grand. G~t speders every
Morelnlonnationil avallableat:z.ll·~l.

.,..,k,

SOfAS wiD mw at 12:30 p.m. at the Latin
Amerit:an Institute. MonicaOauband wiU present het
research on Panamanian health systcm:s. More in·
fonnationbaviUableat277·l961.

Friday's Events
UNM Ch• Clalo •Ill mett emy Monday and
Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. In NM Union Room l3J.I!,
E•eryone iJ Invited. More infonnatloo b available at
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"Global Ballistic Missile Defense: Fact or Fantasy'?" will be the
title of the spring Distinguished Lecture Series on Science and Technology at the University of New Mexico tonight.
The 8 p.m. lecture will be presented by Richard Garwin, noted
physicist, author and defense
analyst, in Room 101 of Woodward
Hall. Garwin is antaM.Fellow at the
Thomas J. Watson Research Center
in New York and holds faculty and

Arts Editor.................. Johanna King
E.ntertainmont Aepdrter •.. ~., •• Lydhi Piper
Reporter ..................... Steve Shoup

Garwin will also present a "technical discussion on problems and
prospects for defense against nuclear weapons beginning at 4 p.m.
Friday in Room 184 of Regener
Hall.

In a three-day period, Helen
Lucero, part time assistant credit
and sales manager at the University
of New Mexico Press, received letters informing her that she had been
selected to receive a $2,000 grant
and an $800 scholarship.
Lucero, who is also working on
her doctoral dissertation at UNM,
was the recipient of a Sally Butler
Memorial Fund for Latina Research
grant by the Business and Professional Women's Foundation.

She was also selected in nation·
wide competition to receive a scholarship from the National Hispanic
Scholarship Fund, based in San
Francisco, Calif. The scholarship
was sponsored by the Anheuserreceive his Ph.D. in American Stu- Busch Companies, Inc.
Lucero, originally from Vadito,
dies from UNM in June.
N.M.,
expects to receive her Ph.D.
He is co-editor of Reading brto
PltOJography, which was published in December in art education. She
recently completed chapter two of
by the UNM Press.

Collections Head Hired
William Tydeman has joined the
faculty of the University of New
Mexico General Library as an assistant professor and. head of the special
colicctions department.
Tydeman previously served as a
visiting assistant professor and as
acting head of the library's special
collections department. At UNM,
he was also a teaching assistant in
English and American Studies.
He earned his master's degree in
library science from Florida State
University in 1973 and expects to
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EVERY ENGAGEMENT
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has its own personality
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own special background.
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our extensive collection
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and the jewelry created
to hold them.
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Re-porter................. , .M8tia beVarenne

her five-chapter dissertation on
"Hispanic Weavers of North Central New Mexico: Social/Historical
and Educational Dimensions of a
Continuing Artistic Tradition."
The financial assistance, she said,
will allow her to make further visits
to northern New Mexico to photograph and obtain more data from her
20 weaver participants.
Lucero said after she receives her
doctorate from the UNM College of
Education, she hopes to secure
''museum education employment.
Also, I plan to resume my weaving
activity which has been curtailed by
my dissertation and, finally, I plan
to apply for financial assistance to
expand my research on Hispanic
weavers to include Mexican influences, and prepare my dissertation
for publication."
She said the financial help "could
not have arrived at a more propitious
time.....

ASUNM Speakers Committee

presents

"Student Involvement In
Politics In The 1980s

Wali uJ'&zammil
on
Friday, April 20, 1984
at 7:00p.m.
in Room 231 A·C
N.M. Union Building
FREE ADMISSION

Date Entry ............ , ... Mark Williams
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Business Manager , .......... Michael Ford

Member, New Mexico Press Association

research affiliations at Harvard,
Cornell and Columbia Universities.
The Distinguished Lecture Series
is sponsored by UNM, Sandia
National Laboratories, the Society
of Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Kappa.

Grad Student Gets Timely Funds
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Editor ....................... Stacy Greon
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none in 1984; 11 rapes in 1983 and from 10 I cases in 1983 to 121 cases
21 in 1984; assault increased 23.3 in 1984.
Total serious crime increased
percent from 133 cases in 1983 to
164in 1984; robberydecreascd 12.8 from 2,449 cases in March 1983 to
percent from 94 cases in 1983 to 82 2,580 cases in March 1984; total
cases in 1984; burglary increased accidents increased 12.3 percent
8.8 percent from 581 cases in 1983 from 1,066.in 1983to 1,197in 1984;
to 632 cases in 1984; larceny in- OWl arrests decreased 1 l. 9 percent
creased 2.1 percent from l ,528 from720 in 1983 to635 in 1984; and
cases in 1983 to 1,560cases in 1984; OWl accidents decreased 16.3 perand auto theft increased 19.8 percent cent from 116 in 1983 to97 in 1984.

Missile Defense Topic of Lecture

242~.
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Scott Caraway

These tw~ youngsters, Lmdsay and Amanda, enjoy a picnic lunch at the duck pond on a
sunny sprmg afternoon.

The Associated Students of tbc
University of New Mexico Elections
Commission Wednesdav released
student organization endorsements
for candidates in Wednc!>day's election. Names of organizations follow
the candidates they endorsed:
For ASUNM president:
Annette Hazen:
• Presidential Scholar Club
Ron Pacheco:
II Student Veteran Association
• Kiva Club
• Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
• Tau Beta Pi
• Student Engineering Board
• American Nuclear Society
• American Institute of Chemical
Engineers
• American Society of Mechanical Engineers
• American Society of Civil Engineers
John Schoeppner:
• UNM Spanish Club
II UNM Rainbow Coalition
• UNM Karate Club
• Estudiantes Por La Cultura
• Campus Committee for Human
Rights in Latin America
• American Indian Science and
Engineering Society
• National Chicano Health Organization
• Gay and Lesbian Student Union
• Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
• Arab Student Association
Election Commission documents
stated that presidential candidates
Leslie Mansfeild and Jim Sode rc-

ceived no endorsements.
Vice presidential candidate Maureen Hickey received the following
endorsements:
• Presidential Sdmlar Club
• UNM Rainbow Coalition
11 Estudiantcs por Ia Cultura
• Campus Committee for Human
Rights in Latin Amcnca
• National Chicano Health Organization
• Gay and Lesbian Student Union
• Arab Student Association
• Movimento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan
Neither AdrianArteche nor Leslie
Francis, both vice presidential
candidates, were listed among the
endorsements.
These students received the following endorsements for Senate:
Tad Anderman: GLSU, Presidential Scholars
Sammy Assed: Arab Student
Association, MEChA, Rainbow
Coalition
Charles Bertram: GLSU
AI Carrillo: GLSU, MEChA
Roger Holten: PSC
John Krist: GLSU, NCHO,
MEChA, Rainbow Coalition, Estudiantcs por Ia Cultura
llyse Kusntz: PSC
Joe Monge: PSC
David Proper:PSC, Estudiantes,
Campus Committee for Human
Rights in Latin America, NCHO,
GLSU, ASA. MEChA
Bert Shirley: NCHO, MEChA,
Rainbow Coalition
Anderman, Assed, Krist and
Shirley are write-in candidates.
The ASUNM General Election is
scheduled for April 25.
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902 Coronado Center, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
(505) 883-1235

Hobbies • Dolls • Children's Games •
Nationally Known
Name Brand Toys and Gifts
as well as Unique and Unusual Selections

• Adult Games • Dungeons and Dragons •
Stuffed Animals v and much, much more -

"The Hottest Little
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The Mississippi"
of Coronado Center

INTIMATE
FASHIONS
Coronado Center
(Next to Orange Julius)

966 Coronado Center
Albuquerque. NewMex1co 87110
Group Orders- Custom Atrbrushmg

505-883-7355

Karen Hill
Manager
"Get Your Shirt Together"

Mastercard • Visa
American Bxpress

Come See Us/

All

Dancewear
and
Exercisewear

20%0ff FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
During "Dance week"

April 23rd through April 29th
"The Other Side", dancewear and exercise
wear headquarters for everyone, is
celebrating Dance Week! come in
today, choose your favorites and save!

EXTRA SPECIAL

icJel

TOE SHOES V2 PRICE

Choose from Nicolini, Assoluta
and Ultima 11

Winrock's North Mall

We are OPEN • Man ~ Fri. 'til 9 • Sat. 'til 6 • sun. Noon 'til s

"Alumni"- versatile styling especially
for you. This popular Florsheim has a
leather upper with a vi bam sole and comes
in gold. See this and many other styles
at Mat!eucci Florsheim.

850 CORONADO CENTER • 883·3888

hast in
records•tapes·video
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Arts
Magic of Tempest Draws Curtain on 83-84 Season
Alonso. the weak-willed King of
Naples.
On the island. the mag1cian Prospcm has encountered two other inhabitants whom he makes his slaves:
Ariel, a delicate spirit who symholizes Prospera's command of the upper clements of air and fire; and ('aliban. an unnatural monster who represents Pro~pcro' s control of the
lower clements earth and water.
Knowing through his magic that
his brother and others arc aboard a
ship headed for the island after
attending a wedding in Africa, Prospero summons the elements to create
a tempest which batters the boat. But
the voyagers arrive safely ashore on
the i8land where they arc scattered in
groups. Among the party is the son
of the King of Naples, the gallant
Prince Ferdinand, who becomes
Miranda's beloved.
The ship also bore two of Alon·
so's men: Trinculo, the king'sjester;
and Stephano, a drunken butler.
They encounter Caliban. woo him
with "celestial liquor" and the three
plot to destroy Prospero and seize
control of the isle. Meanwhile.
Antonio and Sebastian. the traitorons brother of Alonso, conspire to
kill Alonso for his kingdom.

It i·m 't often that theatergoers an·
tr~awd to Shakl·spcarc 's magical r<Jmance. 7111' 'f'em(lC'SI, bL'cause ol tlw
compk" production challenges of
rigging sch li1r an .:nc.:hanted tropical i~land and a ship at sea, and crealin!! a1rborne spirits and an off-shore
storm.
But the play, a Shakespearean
favorite, is' 'such stuff as dreams arc
made of," and director Brian Hansen has dreamed up an elaborate pro·
duction which uses Japanese thcatncs to meet some of the staging challenges.
The University of New Mexico
theater arts department will draw the
curtain on its 1983-84 season with
this production, running today
throu!!h Saturday and 26 to 28 at 8
p.m. in Rodey Thcnter.
Han:.cn, UNM theater arts profcs'or and chairman, has used an
( >ricntal theater technique to arm the
spirit character Ariel with seven
"hdpl'r spirits" who :~ct as Oriental
~tapt.' n1~magcrs.

Wlmt the helper~ become is as
lmutlc" as the dircdor·~ nnaginatnm. At various times, thl!y translll!!ll uno tahlc~. lt•g'i and invisihk
'J'Iflh whn pinch and bite unsusl'l'lllll!' charartcr,.
A Japanese flavor abo pervades
lhl! t'riginal mu~ic and costumes.
{ lNM music faculty member Wil· Charles Glover (left) as Prospera confronts his brother Anto·
liamWoodhascomposedascorcfor pio {Nouri Arif} who usurped his rightful duchy of Milan in
the play. and theater arts faculty Rodey Theater's production of The Tempest.
member Pierre DeRagon has deBy Craig Chrissinger
signed elaborate costumes which
combine the militaryelemcntsofthe
Patriotism. We do not talk of it
J;tpancse samurai and styles of the
lage acts as a backdrop on the multi· views of the nature of a state.
much, yet most of us arc proud to
The five-act play finds Prospero, Jive here. Millions of immigrants,
ltalian renaissance, the period of the level thrust stage.
play's setting.
The play itself is as intricate and a benevolent magician and rightful both legal and illegal, come to the
To create the environments of the rich as the production design and Duke of Milan, on a tropical island United States each year in search of
sea and a tropical isle, theater arts craft in demands. In The Tempest, with his young daughter Miranda. freedom, happiliess and better
Professor Clayton Karkosh has de· the bard's last "comedy," Theyhadbeensetadriftonaboatl2 opportunities. On the big screen,
si~ncd an enormous, transparent Shakespeare interwove elements of years ago by Prospera's treacherous one such person is a Russian circus
t:ollagc of fabric in muted tones of magic, romance, conspiracy, in- brother Antonio, who usurped the perfonner who decides to defect in
blue. lavender and green. The col- tcrcst in the New Work and varying dukedom of Milan with the help of Bloomingdale's during an American

The multi-layered plot continue'
to swell and t\li ist toward a conclusion v.hkh brings "ctllm seas and
auspicious gales.·· In one ~fthc fi~
al scenes, Prmpcro abJures ht:.
magical powers - an act whic.h
director Brian Hansen and many entics see as symbolizing
Shakespeare's farewell to the art and
magic of theater.
After he penned The Tempest in
1611-12, the great bard wrote his
final play, Henry Vlll, the following
year. Shakespeare died on April 23,
1616.
Tickets for The Tempest are avail·
able at the UNM Fine Arts box office
at 277-4402. Opening night.
tonight, will be a benefit performance for the New Mexico Repertory
Theater, a newly fom1ed, fully professional theater company which
will perform in Albuquerque and
Santa Fe. Tickets for this benefit are
$5.
Tickets for the other perform·
ances are $4 for the general admis·
sion; $3 for ~tudents 12 years or older with current ID, senior citi<cns.
Century Club members and UNM
students, staff and faculty; and $1
for children from 6 to 12 years old.

Patriotic Film Not Sappy
But Still Generates Pride

---------·

tour.

Moscow on the Hudson begins
with a vivid portrait of musician
Vladimir Ivanoff's (Robin WilIiams) depressing and realistic life in
Moscow. It is not unlike that of most
Soviet citizens- he shares a onebedroom apartment with his family,
stands in line for shoes and toilet
paper, and is frightened by the
KGB.
Still, Vlad seems content with his

---------------------------------------~·wo~andfumi~li~hish~lli~d.
Anatoly the clown (Eiya Baskin),

DUNKIN' DONUTS®

who talks of defecting when the circus visits America. But when the
chance arrives, he is toQ afraid to do
so.
It is Vlad who finds the hidden
strength and bravery to leave behind
everything he treasures and loves
back behind the Iron Curtain. For
him it is a dramatic conflict - the
pull of his family versus the pull of
freedom.

Dance Company Thrives on New Mexico's Culture
George Kennison is proud to be a
dancer working in Albuquerque.
"As dancers, we respond to the
livingness of the space of New Mexico," he said. "As artists, we thrive
on the authentic feeling for culture
·
that exists here.
"I like what Catherine Posin said:
'Adobe rakes the hard edges off of
life.' Here, there is so much room to
think. it gives one a stronger sense of
one's past and future. It also provides an opcness in which to do creative work.
"We're not slaves to all these
trends, we're free to create what we
want. As a company, we're committed to this community. We want to
sink the roots for viable, professional dance work in Albuquerque."
Kenni~on' s company, Danzantes,
is returning to the KiMo Theater Friday and Saturday night at 8. Along
with Kennison, Dam:antes members
include Marina Baden, Lee Connor,
Eva Encinias and Alicia Perea.
This finely-tuned group of dancers will be performing their second
concert at the KiMo, following last
year's critically acclaimed performance there.
This year's concert, titled Danzalltes: Portrait II, will present work
choreographed by all members of
the company.
Since its founding by Lee Connor
in January of 1983, one of the prim·
ary goals for the company has been
to assemble a group of the finest
contemporary dancers in the city,
each of whom combines the talents
of perfonncr and choreographer,.
While Danzantes is a product of
shared experience at the University
of New Mexico, where most of its
members have worked as teachers of
dance, the diversity of backgrounds
in training and experience in this

George Kennison's dance company, Danzantes.

group of dancers ranges from ballet
to East Indian dance, from flamenco
to a whole host of modern dance
styles.
Members of the company have recently perfonned and done residencies at the American Dance Festival
in North Carolina, at the Riverside
Church with the Yard Company in
New York City and in concert with
flamenco artist Bobby Lore a in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Closer to home, Danzantes con·

tributed to the KiMo's Christmas
show The Underground Nutcracker,
UNM's SpringTimeSpace and Manny Rettinger's Martian Funk.

Damames: Portrait II promises
to reflect clearly this wide pallcttc of
experiences and sensibilities that is
Danzantes. Drawing on music from
Gershwin to Gismonte, from Liszt
to Dolly Parton, banzantes will display its gifts for humor and invention.
Guest artists and choreography

will include dancer Patti Pierson,
pianist Barbara Murray and vocalist
Carmen Acosta, performing in
"Schube.n Trio," choreographed by
Kennison.
Choreography and text by Jennifer Predock-Linnel and James Linnell respectively merge to create an
intriguing piece of dance theater titled "Hello Dear," which takes a
comic yet disturbing look at an aging
couple trying to come to terms with
life in the 1980s.

As with last year's concert, local
poet Larry Goodell will share his
zesty and whimsical work and per·
fonn a new poetry/dance collabora·
tion with Danzantes. These works
featuring guest artists, along with
four other premiere perfonnances,
promise to make Danzames: Portrait Jl a fresh and exciting evening
of dance in Albuquerque.
Reserved tickets from Dat1zantes:
Portrait li may be purchased at the
KiMo Theater office or reserved
over the phone by calling 766-7816.

Pride--------continued from page 8
Director Paul Mazursky shows us
such things as an old lady looking for
food in a trash can. Vlad getting
mugged and his small, seedy apartment.
Things may not be perfect, but
this look at America still makes you
glad you arc here, and not some·
place like ~ussia. Mazursky man·

ages to make us feel some sorrow for
those who do not have our rights and
opportunities.
Moscow 011 the Hudson is a sensi·
tive comedy - sometimes energetic, sometimes depressing, but never
sappy or madcap. It is a fine balance
akin to juggling fragile eggs - a
trick Mazursky and co-scriptwriter
Leon Capetanos have mastered
well.

Alternative Dispute ResolutionA Supermart for Law Reform

THAI HOUSE
DIPPED DONUT PASTRIES

A Dozen Delicious Ways to Say
"Happy Easter"
These delicious egg-shaped. sprinkle-topped donut pastries are
more fun than an Easter Basket. They're dipped ln your
choice of creamy vanilla or rich chocolaty icing and
are all lined up, ready to go. in their own very
special Easter Egg Carton. Made fresh
each day at participating Dunkin'
Donuts while supply lasts.

$2!?/EN
DUNKIN'
UTI
DON
Its worth the trip.
• 5525 Gibson Road, Albuquerque

• toss Sotrth 51., Frond•• Santa Ft

• 3030 East Mal•, Farmington
• 4201 G. C•ntral NW, Albuquorque
•1812 Eubonk NE, Athuqu<rqut
• 4009 San Mateo NE, Albuquerque
• 4416 Wyoming Blud.NE, Albuquerque
• 5502 Fourth Streel, Albuqu<rque

• 3301 Coors NW, Albuquerqti~
•1900 C.ntr•l SE, Albuquerque
•1109 Juan T•bo Blvd. NE. Albuquerquo

OPEN 24 Hours • 7 DAYS

Appropriately, Vlad's first and
best friends are all migrators from
within the United States and abroad.
They are Lionel Witherspoon
(Cleavant Derricks), a black
Bloomingdale's security guard from
Alabama; Lucia Lombardo (Maria
Conchita Alonso), an Italian clerk at
Bloomingdale's perfume counter:
and Orlando Ramirez (Alejandro
Rey), Vlad's Cuban immigration
lawyer.
Through Vlad's eyes we see
America as a "strange and wonder·
ful" place where almost anything
can happen. He is overwhelmed by
grocery stores with 20 brands of coffee and no waiting lines at first, but
views it all with excitement.
If nothing else, this movie fea·
tures Williams' best performance to
date. We saw glimpses of his acting
talent in The World According to
Garp but this time it is in full view.
Williams is restrained and bcliev·
able, whether speaking in Russian,
playing the saxophone or viewing
the sights.
The other actors also give fine
performances and their characters
are just as important to the mood of
the movie as Williams.
The film is patriotic, but it never
ignores the bad side of America.

continued on page 9

The Onlv Thai Restaurant In Town
Offering A :lO% Diseount on
JIOlQ)AY DINnRS
106 Buena Vista
247-9205
(Across from UNM, behind 311lavors

Open Monday through Saturday:
11-2 Lwtch
5-9 Dinner

Easter Clothing

Sale
20%

DOROTHY W. NELSON

Continues

United States Circuit Judge
United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit

off

General Stores
111 Harvard SE
8117 Menaul NE

A John Field Simms Memorial Lecture by

(across from UNM)
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

Thursday, April 19, 1984, 8:00 p.m.
The University of New Mexico
School of Law
1117 Stanford, N.E.
Albuquerque, New ~lexico
Presented by t!Je UNM School of Law
For mot•c information contact: The UNM School of Lnw, 277-2146

l'af!~'
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Sports
Lobo Soccer Team Hosts
Indoor Exhibition at Pit
By Jim Wiesen
About five years ago, indoor soccer was introduced in the United
States via the Major Indoor Soccer
League (MISL), Albuquerque soccer fans will get a taste of soccer,
indoor style, Friday from 6 to 10
p.m. at University Arena.
Four games will be played. The
Lobos will play an Alumni squad at
7 and 9 p.m. Two youth teams from
the Rio Grande Soccer Club will
play at 6 and 8 p.m.
A version of European "five-aside'' soccer, the 40-minute contests
(two 20 minute periods) will test
each athlete's offensive and defensive skills more effectively than the
skills tested in the MISL, said University of New Mexico Soccer
Coach Craig Robertson.
Robertson, who coached UNM to
a L0-3 record in its first year under
varsity status, is opposed to the
MISL brand of indoor soccer because the professional league utilizes boards that surround the playing
field similiar to a hockey rink.
Robertson prefers indoor soccer
Scon CarlJINJ'/
which docsn 't use boards, but rather
the same boundaries as in college
Students of Edgar Cordoba's P.E. 173 class learn the finer points of kicking around a
basketball.
soccer ball.
Robertson says he favors indoor
soccer without boards because it
highlights players' weaknesses and
resembles outdoor soccer- a
game of finesse and speed with a
team concept.
Besides playing on a field with
downed
Philadelphia
6-3,
Atlanta
batter
Pete
Rose.
Bryan
Little
forced
(UP!) - Wally Backman lined
an 0-2 pitch for a two-out, bases Rose at second, but Tim Raines fol- shaded St. Louis 5-4, St. Louis different dimensions, a few rule
loaded double in the ninth inning lowed by hitting a 1-1 pitch over the blanked Chicago 5-0 in the first changes will be made. Players will
that drove in Darryl Strawberry and right-field fence to give the Expos a game of a doubleheader and San be allowed to shoot only from outDiego at San Francisco was rained side basketball's three-point line, a
John Gibbons with the tying and 4-3 lead.
rule designed to protect goalies and
New York went ahead 1·0 in the out.
winning runs Wednesday, helping
encourage
quick passing. Also,
the New York Mets snap a four· first inning on a pop fly double to left
At Pittsburgh, Tony Pena slamgame losing streak with a 5-4 victory field by Backman and an RBI single med a two-run home run, his second throw•ins will be used in place of
to right by Keith Hernandez off homer in as many games, and Bill cornet kicks.
over the Montreal Expos.
Backman hit his winning double Montreal starter Charlie Lea. Mon· Madlock had two RBI singles to
to left field offrelievcr Gary Lucas, treal tied the score in the second on break the Pirates' six-game losing
who replaced loser Jeff Reardon, 0· an RBI single by Tim Wallach.
streak.
Montreal went ahead 2-1 in the
I. Mets reliever Ed Lynch, who
At Cincinnati, Jerry Royster hit a
pitched two innings, won his first third when Raines hit a two-out douRookie AI Davis' two-out, ninthble and Dawson drove him home two-out single in the lOth inning to inning double scored Jack Perconte
decision of the season.
score
Dale
Murphy
from
second
Strawberry opened with a single with a single. But the Mets tied the
with the winning run to give. the
to right field off Reardon and stole score in the bottom of the third. base, lifting Atlanta and handing the Mariners aS-4 victory over the OakReds
their
fifth
straight
loss.
Steve
second after Mookie Wilson and Backman reached on an error by
land A's in Seattle Wednesday.
Hubie Brooks flied out. Gibbons shortstop Argcnis Salazar, stole Bedrosian, 1·0, the fourth Atlanta
Perconte singled with one out off
then walked and Ron Hodges, who second and scored on George Fos· pitcher, worked the final two in· Keith Atherton, 0-1. Bill Caudill,
nings
to
get
the
victory.
was pinchhitting for Lynch, also ter's double.
who has three wins and three saves
New York went ahead 3-2 in the
walked to load the bases. Lucas then
At Chicago, Joaquin Andujar in six games, came on to pitch for
relieved Reardon and allowed Back· bottom of the fourth inning when pitched a five-hit shutout and David Oakland with two out and Davis
Hubie Brooks hit a solo homer to left Green drove in three tuns with a slammed his third double of the
man· s decisive hit.
New York led 3-2 going into the field. li was the third baseman's two-run homer and a single to spark game for the winning run.
top of the seventh when Mcts starter second homer of the year.
the Cardinals to their fourth straight
The A's trailed 4-1 going into the
In other games, Pittsburgh victory.
Walt Terrell, 2-1, walked leadoff
eighth inning but Dwayne Murphy
doubled and Bruce Bochte singled to
chase Mariners starter Bob Stoddard. Carney Lansford greeted Mike
Stanton with a single, scoring Murphy, and Mike Davis singled to load
the bases.
A fielder's choice by Gary Hancock scored Bochte. Mike Heath

Mets Edge Expos, Pirates Win

The indoor soccer contest is a first
in New Mexico. College soccer
coaches throughout the nation are
gaining interest in indoor soccer.
Robertson says the game could be
added during the winter months to
allow soccer players to improve
their skills and allow fans to attend
soccer matches with a roof over their
heads.
There is no admission charge for
Friday's games and everyone is invited to attend.

UNM Linkster
Finishes Invite
in Second Place
Tina Tombs fired a one-under-par
70 to take the individual title at the
Lady Sun Devil Invitational Golf
Tournament Wednesday afternoon
in Tempe, Ariz.
Theresa Schreck, the University
of New Mexico golfer who led the
first two rounds, shot 75 in her final
round and finished two shots behind
Tombs. Shreck had shot 68 and 73
the first two days.
UNM finished sixth in the tournament with a 924 total. Tulsa won the
title with an 893 total, followed by
host Arizona State 898, Stanford
911, Oklahoma State 916 and Lamar
916.
Three other Lobo golfers also
competed in the tournament. Debbie
Wright shot 77-75-75-227, Kristi
Arrington 74-77-77-228 and Sarah
Hindi 84-84-85-253.
The Lobos next play in the High
Country Athletic Conference
tournament at Fort Collins April24-

26.

Davis Lifts Mariners Over A's 5-4

Spring is here

and it's time to go camping!
We have light-weight equipment
from Jansport, Sierra Designs,
Wilderness Experience, Sierra West
____ and many others.

BDI'I'ALO

!UDIBS
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. thru Sat.
3809 Central NE • 266-2876

doubled into the left-field comer,
scoring Lansford with the tying run,
but Hancock was thrown out at the
plate to end the inning.
Davis had doubled home Perconte
to give the Mariners a 1-0 lead in the
first. Murphy doubled home Donnie
Hill, who had walked, in the fifth
inning to tie the score 1-l.
In the Seattle fifth, Perconte and
Phil Bradley singled. AI Davis then
whipped a doubleinto the right·field
comer, scoring two runs. An intentional walk to Pat Putnam and an
infield single by Steve Henderson
loaded the bases. Oakland starter
Larry Soren'son then walked Dave
Henderson, forcing in Davis to
make it 4-1.
In another day game, Toronto ripped Baltimore 7-1.

Daily Lobo
lassified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline is 1:00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.
131 Marron Hall
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Sports
Olympic Coach Emphasizes Defense, Conditioning
BLOOMINGTON, !nd.IUP!J -Bobby Knight smd Wednesday the rigorous conditions at the
Li.S. Olympic basketball trials will
help his players adapt to the format
of the Summer Games.
Knight and his staff of 23 assistants have assembled 72 players
from which 12 ultimately will be
selected for the Olympics.
The players, who went through
the second day of practice Wednesday, take part in morning and afternoon drills as well as evening scrimmages.
"There will be something like
eight games in 11 days at the Olympics," Knight said at an afternoon
news conference. ''They'll be playing at odd times and it's important
for them to get into the next game. If
some players look good in the morning but not by evening then some
others will come into the picture."
Knight emphasized that this is not
a time for instruction.
Cn<~ch

"What we simply try to do is not
just evaluate how they play but how
they fit in," he said.
The coach, has stressed defense,
unselfishness and conditioning and
commended the performance of the
players thus far,
"They've worked very hard." he
said. "They've come in and very
simply there are a lot of players that
\\ant to make the team. They've
paid attention and we've given them
some guidelines. We try to get them
to see what's going on, to be unsclfi~h and to help out. From a coaching
standpoint I like the things thcy'rz
doing."
The workouts have been held in
the Indiana University Fieldhouse, a
chilly airplane hanger of a building
next to modem Assembly Hall, the
basketball home of the Hoosiers.

''They don't even have heaters in
here," joked UCLA forward Kenny
Fields, who began play Wednesday
with a sweatshirt under his jersey ..
Fields is one of four players to
receive a late invitation to the trials.
The others were: Blair Rasmussen of
Oregon, Tim McCormick of Michigan and Antoine Carr, who spent
last season in lm amateur Italian
league after finishing his college
career at Wichita State.

(school commitment, sil:k mntherl
Memphis Stale, Charles High·
tower (ineligible) ofthc U.S. Armed
Services, Kenny Smith (wrist injuty) of North Carolina and Len Bia~
(school commitment) of Maryland.

llf

Wayman Tisdale, Oklahoma's
All-America forward, did not practice Wednesday because of an
Achilles heel injury. Patrick Ewing,
the All-America center of NCAA
champ Georgetown, worked out af·
ter being sidelined Tuesday night
because of sore knees.

These bids stemmed from the
withdrawal before the trials of six
players: Sam Bowie (fear of leg inKnight said he might retain an injury) and Melvin Turpin (over- jured player if he and his staff agreed
weight) of Kentucky, Keith Lee on his value.

When you need big favors
you ask good friends.

UNM Golfers
To Meet Top
Ranked Team
The University of New Mexico
men's golf team will travel to Provo,
Utah this Friday and Saturday for the
Cougar Classic at the Riverside
Country Club in Provo. Top-ranked
Brigham Young is the host for the
54-hole tournament that includes 18
teams.
The Lobos will play 36 holes on
Friday and 18 Saturday with five of
the top six scores being used to detcnnine a team total. Making the trip
forUNM will be Don Hurter, Mark
Wurtz, John Kienle, J.B. Snevc and
Dave Waszak.
Last weekend, the UNM junior
varsity, led by Philip Chun 's 70 won
the New Mexico Highlands lnvita·
tiona!. Chun took individual honors
beating Highland's Steve Archibeque in a two-hole playoff. The Lobo
team carded a winning total of 291,
followed by Highlands at308, New
Mexico Tech at 340 and the College
of Santa Fe at 360.
Individually for UNM, Matt Jackson had a 72, Charles Burt 74, Ron
Castillo 75 and Jim Brazen 79.
The next competition for the
men's varsity will be May 3-5 at the
Western Athletic Conference Cham·
pion ships in Salt Lake City.

Spring Social
Set for Athletes
All senior lettermen (men and
women) are invited to attend the
annual Lcucrmcn' s Association
Spring Social on Friday. April 27
from 7 to 9 p.m. at Hodgin Hall.
free drlnks and hon; d'ocuvrcs
will be served. Call 277-SROX for
more informatinn.

Knight's assiMants run rhe work- and Sunday nights, Knight will
outs on adjoining full courts. On announce his 14-to-18 finalists
Wednesday rooming, guards, f(lr- Monday morning. The team then
wards and centers practiced in their must be reduced to a dozen by July
respective groups. Players waiting 14. two weeks before the stillt of the
for the next practice session warm Summ<'r r,.,,t>, in Los Angeles.
up on six surrounding baskets.
Unlike previous Olympic years,
Like a general surveying his Knight has been given great freedom
troops, Knight at times is stationed in selecting the team.
on scaffolding between the two main
"He'll present the slate he
courts.
wants,''
said Dave Gavitt, Big East.
After four days of workouts, the
Conference
chairman and one of
roster will be cut to about 30 with
.
seven
members
on the Player SelecSaturday morning's expected
tion
Committee.
''The Player Selecannouncement.
tion Committee obviously has the
Following double-headers at right to question but it is our intensold-out Assembly Hall Saturday tion to give him the team he wants.''

When you ask good
friends for a favor, you know
what they're going to say. So
you tell them you're moving
again and then wait for the
!.,rroans to ~top. They may not
like the idea, but you know
they're going to be there.
When vou're finh;hed, these
peopk; <11'l' go in!-{ to de:;erve
something special. Tonight,
let it be Liiwt•nbrau.
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Te~t

and haluation Center, 600 Chamu Nf,
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4125
TUTORING:_ MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
f<rench - Mn1ten degrecd instru<tc>r. Reasonable
266-4247 evenings.
4/23
S/2
· 'fYl'INC;: Sl PER page. 243·SI46
64SI.

Las Noticlas
UI\I.PI nu; NI\W Mexico l.~cro~sc Club needs a
pine.: to the llu!lwciscr Lacross Classic rany on April
2H- If anyone knows of a pla~c indoors or out that
will hold 500 people phone 277-4775 or 345·3008,
4/20
1.1\,.:,I-:. MEETING, MONJ)AY, April23 at 7 p.m.
in Tapy liS. All members and applicants please
attend.
4/20
CSW PERFORMANCE SERifS presents: Original
Dan'c and Music. Friday, April 20th (Dance) and
"iuturday, April 21st (Music by Bent and Ubana
Pistolu). lloth events begin at 8 p.m., "X" Theater,
I'inc Arts Bldg. 50 cents donation.
4/20
"GAY RIGIITS AND the Courts" -a talk by Ann
~calcs, liNM law professor, - wlll take place
Ihursduy, April 19,7:30 p.nt. SUil250A·B,
4/19
('SW IS IIEREl Only$1.50. Available in 131 Marron
Hall, UNM Bookstore and local bookstores around
campu1. lluy one two ... NOWI.
SIS
fut87 M•:ETING7 EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticias. Only 10 cents per word per issue for UNM
dep~rtments and urganizntions.
tfn

Personals
MJCUEY, I TIIINK you're the greatest! Keep on
urearning ~our dreams. llappy 23rd birthday! I love
~~~u very much~ MML.
4119
U~'iLIE VALt:NZUEJ.A. GOOD luck tonight. You
are awesome. Love, Renee, MomcanndLisu.
4/19
HAI'PY QIRTUDA Y BARB! eo--cdll We love you!
t•fi, Mike, Jen, Jer, Twig, and Pool.
4119
I'Ol'FSE,l J.OVEyou! Olive Oil.
4/19
iiAIIY('AKl('!: SAT, 4/28, 7:00 is our night. The
blown up corpse.
4/19
"Tt;MPEST" CAST, cru:w, designers: Thanks for
much work and cooperation. "Break your legs."
I "'eyou nil, B.D.
4/19
~TH'A!'I, HAPPY ltst B·duy! tooking forward to
tomonow night. Love, Tracy.
4119
HEY ('ARLO, YOU sleep good on camping trips!.
4/20
Kt:I.VIN J, SMAl.L.'i. I'M nil yours. The ball's in
your coun, baby. Always, Leigh.
4/18
St.ND YOUR MESSAGE to that special somen·
neuorfrknds and family. Make contact with a
message In the classifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the
dny before insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun

80 CENTS/PAGE, Dcgreed typist. 344--3345

S/1

UNUSUAl, GIFTI POEMS to order! Bordered
parchment paper. Prime Rhyme1, 6112 Harmony
Lane NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Tel. 2.91·3924.
4121
PROF£SSIONAL TYPING, MARY 881·1724 days,
265·1 088 evenings.
4/30
TilE WORD MILL: Six years profcssmnnl typing,
editing. English MA. Ncar UNM. 256-0916.
4123
n'PING NEAR UNM Fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247·3519.
4127
PIANO LK"iSONS: ALL ages, levels. Call Laura
Kramer 265· 13S2.
S/7
TYPIST: TERM PAPERS eesmee 299-8970.
5/2
4124
24UOUR TYPING service.229-SII),
PROF£SSIONAJ, TYPING. TII£SES. Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281·2913.
5/7
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfo
SOFT CONTACT LENS£8 are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CON'I'ACfS·POUSUING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical <:omruny on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION AIIOUT con·
lraception, steriliwtlon, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTI!IiG & counsllng. Phone 247·
%~

~

Housing
TURlili IIOUSES FOitsale ill UNM area. $68,000 in
Nob Hill. $81,000 and $133,000 in "Pill Hill." Call
Eileen Murphy 266·2042 or at Hooten Stahl881·7470.

7::~-=--::==-==::--:-::::-:-:.,..,.,.~..:4:..:12:.:.5

ADULT SEEKS QUIET NE.UNM cot·
tage/apanment, wood floors, wood stove . or
fireplace, courtyard. $250 plus. 241-3026 early/late.
4119

::::sru=D:::E:::NT=,:::-s~FA":7.M:::IL::--:Y:-:,-:-:N~E~EDS~:3 ,-:-bed~roo-m..,.h-o-us..:e:.,;fo:..::..r
rent ncar campus. Call evenings - 247·3028.
4120
IIY OWNER, 3·BEDROOM adobe. Near medical,
law schools. Fireplace, high (eillngs, hardwood
floors, large basement. (.'overed and fenced
patio/barbeque, Large two car garage. Assumable
FHA loanat8\1t,'o, Total price$78,500, 293·0377.
4/20

ROOM FOR Rf:NT. Call Ciary!Janene at 884--0604
after 6:()().
4/20
36 YR OI,J), medical student seeking to house sit
4119
beginninginMay.Bill- 277-4411,8·Zp.m.
t'REE Rf:NT, MEALS, UTILITIESI (telephone,
<nr??) exchange 2 hours/day housel\'ork. Luxoury
home, 1429 Columbia NE. Religious atmosphere.
Non·smokmg, clean, quiet, honest, dependable
worker preferred. Oriental• welcome. ZSS-2221. 4119
NEF.l> SUMMER MARRIED student housing, two
bedroom. L. Johnson, Rt.3 Box 94A, Bloomfield,
NM 87413.632-3709.
4/23
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to shtue housing
costs? Companionship? Ch~clc our files for a com·
patible roommate. 296-0729.
517
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location nenr UNM and
downtown. llus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370, All utilities paid. Deluxe
kit~hcn with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. IS20 UniversitY NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: Ef'FICIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-securitY locks ami laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
AQUARIUM AND FISH tank equipment for sale.
David 277·2777.
4125
llANK AND OLUFSON turn--table, receiver, and
speakers. $900 or best offer. 277·8936 (mornings) or
842-4074 evenings. Ask for Bob.
4125
UP-41CV $200, A steall277·5176 or leave message at
l:-lokona Hall, Rm. 358.
4/20
EISENTRAUT LIMITED Mil•iT condition 62 em.
campagnolo and auocet equipped. Imron paint. $495
or best offer299·2023.
4/19
SCHWINN TRAVELER. EXCELLENT condition.
211n. frame with bookrack.SIJS. 299·2023.
4/19
TEN SPEED BICYCLE. Lambert of Jlngland. 22"
frame. Plus accessories. 266·2997.
4124
SOFA, TWO LIVINGROOM chairs, desk, table
lamp. All good condition. Best offer for one or all.
Call2S5·1217 or277·7496.
511
CAFE RACER 1981 Moto Guzzi Monza 500cc, 4080
miles, practically new. S2SOO or best offer (make
one)! Mark, 268·147S.
4/27
1976 VW RABBIT. Good condition. 842·1902. 4/23
1980 IIONDA lOOT, low mileage, runs beautifully!
Must sell. $375. 277·Z382 or 277·2170.
4/23

Lost &Found
LOST: ENGAGEMENT RING in Mitchell Hall.
Please contact campus police, 277-2241. Reward.
4il9
t'OUND: PSYCHOLOGY NOTEBOOK left in LDbo
newsroom. Identify and claim at 131 Marron Hall.
4119
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are man~
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable ~ar,
homeowners, life, and health insurance. No pressu•e
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292-0511 !da~s
andevenings).
4!19
CLASSIFIEDS GET RF.'!ULTSI Pla~e your ad
today.l31 Marron Hall
tfn

~'

cPLr;,~Qkinko•s
TODAY!!!
2312 Central SE

Jack's Lounge
and
Restaurant
Richard's Dollar Happy Hour
Call drinks $1.50
4:30-6:30pm
Home of the Lobo Burger
and the Best Piua in Town
Dally except Sunday 11am-10pm
carry·out orders 242·7490
1504 Central SE (5 blks. West of UNM)

ACROSS
1 Priest: Fr.
5 Bird
10 Of mouths
14 Hillside lake
15Saylng
16 Beyond
the17 First man
18 Atoll
makings
19 Portico
20 Live
22 Medicine
24 Blacken
25 Onset
27 New word
usage
29"The0id-

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
d(ej_umE. CJ!Jp iny c\e 'l.IJLC!E.

d?igh t- hand iui ti{le d
!Bo[dfac E. p 7. in t
ICJ

_..

przlnt 1t!JL'E.i

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

CAMPUS BICYCLE
TUNEUr and
OVERHAUL $20
Remodeling S.ale

Vassar SE

OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM-9PM
SATURDAY 10AM-4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.
277·5031

168-6547

DOMINO'S II $1.50 Off
PIZZA
I
I
DELIVERS™ I
I
FREE.
1EXPIRES: MAY 12, 1984

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
I
I
Hours:
11 am~ 1 am Sun.-rhurs. I
I
11 am- 2 a.m Fri. & Sat.
I

I

Gel$150ofl any 16' Dommos P1zza•·
Umlted Oeilvery Area
Offer good It all AlbuqOirque atoreil
One ooupon per pizza
Coupon also good for CSfiY•Out

262-1662

i t- - '.

c-~~.~ - -~- - ~
262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

®

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----~·

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

'!''

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

32 Female deer 1 Perfume:
33 Ancestral
Var.
spirit
2Commanded
34Embenle
3 Armor Items
36 Montreal
4 Antagonism
subway
5Wasteaway
40 Objectives
6Stlr
42 Bar legally
7Complaln
44 British
8 Once more
playwright
9Surged
45 Ill-fated car
10 Cere's
47 Leaflet
mother
49 Time of day 11 Proportion
50 Equipment
12 Forward

- c;overed

w-aeon

52 Wrote again
54Jsin pain
58 Stage show
59- -given
lime
60 Fruit
62 Bus patrons
65 Stone: suff.
67W.lndies
native
69 Concept
70Jal71 Clio's slster
72 European
73 Remove
74 Postpone
75 Far: pref.

I

Stop waiting till tomorrow.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

TYPING ON WORD procr. Plck·Up and deliver.
345·1169.
4/25
WORD PROCESSING, RESEARCII papers,
manuscripts, APA, MLA, Chicago styles, Call Jim,
255·21 so.
4/20
DRFSSMAKJNG AND ALTERATIONS. Personal
fitting~ and original designs. Call 268-2314 or 888·
3786.
4/20
n'PING/WORD PROCESSING. Letter·quallty
printer, Competitive rates. Eves: 831·5888.
517
RESUMES, DISSERTATIONS, mESJS word
processing- data base management reports. 265·
4274.
4/19
n'PING [IBM) 51/page. 843·9137.
4118
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS, Englbh and
Western, beginner to advanced, reasonable rates.
Jeanette, 822·8473.
4/24
DO YOU KNOW what you want to do after college?
Precise $)'Stem !Upported by computer Information
for career planning. Interview, testing, and analyzing
the results to relate to possible careers. New Mexico

j 06

Et:ROPEI
FROM 5559 Roundtrip atr
(Dallas/Fmnkfurt), $370 2mo EURAILPASS,
hotels, RainbowTours713/52+2727.
4119
SCUBA DlVlNG TOUR - Mexico for ~ertified
divers or stuents- Come Scuba. 294-5269 - lea>ea
message.
4120
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise yoiu·trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

CAMPUS REPR£SENTA.TIV£ WANTED for lozal
Whitewater Rafting Company. Good pay plus free
trips. Cali1·8Q0.222·RAFT.
4125
PART·TIME HOURLY wage plu$ bonus, taking
orders for KZIA Radio gif' book- day and evening'
shifts available. Delivery people n~-ded also - apply
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 117 Richmond NE, Suite nor
call266·9415.
4/27
WORK IN LONDON. Any job ievr.l call344-6380 for
details.
4120
ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For information send
S.A.S.E. to Alaskan Jobs, !lox 40235, Tucson,
4125
Arizona 85717.
PEACE CORPS NEEDS math and science teachers
to serve In developing countries for 2 yr. assignments.
College degree wtth major or minor in math/science.
Call277·2961 for information.
4/20
WORK STUDY POSITION, Research assistant at
Bureau of llusiness and Economic Research on
campus. Summer included. Call for interview, 277·
8299.
4/19
WANTED; STAIILE fiELP for private shows stable.
Per.~on must be experienced with horses. Prefer
person who can groom and braid. Will provide In
return small guest house, riding privileges, and use of
swimming pool. 344·7568 e·;enlngs.
4r19
IIOUSEKEEPER 2 UOt:RStday. Exchange rent,
meals! See''Housing",
4/19
THOUSANDS OF JOBS: We can Instantly expose
your resume to thousands of employers throughout
.the U.S. and the world thruugh our computerl1ed
employment datn·bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
$11

PARTV7 ('ONCERT1 fOOD? The Dally Lobo has a
place for your classified! about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
tfn
today In "Food/Fun.".

.f:

Travel

Employment

'73 TOYOTA COROLLA. $1000 or best offer. 266·
9861
·
4/23
1982 MOTO GUZZI VSO Ill, 500cc, 8000 miles. Red,
cafe ferrJng, rack, new tires, 5S·60 mpg•. 266-3051.
4123
1979 CUEVETTE. GOOn engine, body, mileage!
$1975 or offer. Evenings- 842·8984.
4/23
'76 UONDA CIVIC. Runs but neecb clutch, $700 or
best offer. 897·2706,
4/20
FOR SALE VAN Halen tickets, 25S·315S.
4/19

Services

AIRLINES IIIIUNG, $14-$39,0001 Stewardesses,
reservauonist! Worldwide! ('all for guide, directory.
newsletter. 1·916-944--4444 xNewMexicoAir.
4tZ?

liiSII VOLVO $1200. 268-9475.
411\1
VIDEO TERMINAL. NEW $1600, sell $800
Hazeltine model 80 VT- 100 Emulator. Works on
VSPC UNIX and VMS. Tom 822·8108.
412~
CARS, 76 l'INTO Wagon, 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 74
Ford. Custom, 268·2652.
4124
FOR SALE - AUDIO me grade stereo cassette tape
deck, JVC KD6S with built-In spectrum
analyler -must sell immediately. $200 (.'all Mike at
268·7286anyJtme.
4/19
CLASSIFJEJ)S WORK! SELL your bi~)cle, stamp
collection or what-have. you in the New Mexiro Daily
Lobo classified advenisements.
tfn

38 Enthuse

43 Newsy
46Wasfalse
48 Leah's son
51 Lent charm
53 Sun lover
54 Cold plate
55 Practical
56 Deadly
57 Gawp
61 Of a period
63 True
64 Lay by
66 Go quickly

39 Unpaid

68Glve~-

13 Like a sieve
21 Obstructfons
23 Weaving
frame
26 Braid
28 Sediment
29 Elation
30 African coin
31 Cafe patron
35 Easy runner
37 Thread

41 Lowly one

try

